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§ 22. The 'dimension of things' and the 'dimension of truths' 

In our discussion of Frege's OIltologJ' we put forward arguments for distinguiah-

ing a generalised Fregean 're.lm of senses' as constituting an isolated ont-

olo/p'cal. category, and we have ol ai med that the important ontologioal. demarc

ation ]in9 lies not, as hege thought, between (saturated) objects and (uneat-

urated) '!Ilnctjons~ but between object-entities and meanjng .... ntitiss. So tar 

we have been able to do no more than sketch the l>ae1s of this distinction, but 

now, if brier particular indications are to give way to a more adequate gen-

eraJ. analysis,it .,.Dl be neoessary to go more deeply into Husserl's pilenanenol-

OrJ of msani ng. 

The 'ontological' aspe~t of Husserl's theory of lIeani ng finds its clearest 

expression in the first volume of to where it forma an indispensa1:>le part of 

124 
the theory of 'pure logic' ('pure theory of science') hinted at above. 

Husserl begins with an analysis of scientific theory in general, pcdntlng out 

that al.though science is, as the psychologists had stressed, both a psychol-

ogical and an anthropological phenanenon, still what makes science science 

i8 certainly not its peychologJ', nor any real context into which 

our acts of thought are fitted, but a certajn objective or ideal. 

intercorm.,ction which gives these acts a ,mjtary relevance, and, in 

such unitary relevance, an ideal. val.idity. LButJ two meanings 

can be attached to this objective interconnection which ideally 

pervades Bcielltific thought, anel thus al.so to science as such: 

it can be understood as an to which 

our thought exp.riences (actnal or possible) are intentionally dir-

ected, or on the other hand, as an 

which this 'mjty of things canes to count objectively as being what 

it is. These two things are given together a priori, and are mut

"ally jnseparable. (LU ,228; LI ,225). 

Thus where there arises a problem for Fregean phj 1osophy as to which of the 
• 

two dimensions: the ontological. and the logico-lin8U1stic 1 is to be counted 

as primary in the det&rmj naUon of the ontolOgical. category into which any 
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given entity must be cCllceived as falling (see 1111 58 £. below), for !!ueserl, 

problems in this area are avoided by the fact that in the Husserlian frame-

work tbe two d1m .. noions 'are given together a priori and are mutuslly insep

arable' : 

Nothing can be given wi tbout being thus or thus determined, and that 

it is, and that it is thus and thus determined, is the self-subsist

ent truth which i3 the necessary correlate of the self-subsistent 

being. This self-evident inseparability is not, however, identity ••• 

This at once appears in the fact that truthe which hold of truths 

do not coincide with truths that hold of the th1ngs posited in such 

truths. (Loe.cit.) 

This perfect correlation hetween the antological dimension of objects and the 

logical or (broadly) epistemological dimension of truths will be of the utmost , 

importance in the investigations which follow. As we have seen, certain intel-

lecta·lly tempting consequences of this 'perfect correlation' are such that they 

lead to unacceptable results; hence our task will be to determine the precise 

nature of the correlation, and the J 1 nrl ts of the philosophical consequences 

which we can allow ourselves to draw from it. 

If it is 'objective or ideal intercCIlnections' between the canteat .. of par-

ticular theoretical acts which distinguish ecience as such, BO, as Hllsserl 

recognises, the first task of pure logic as pure theory of science becomes 

concepts (or ,mities of essential or cogdtive con-

tent) 'which constitute the idea of ,m1 tied theory' (LU ,.67) by maid ng such 

interconnections possible. Husserl recognised that these concepts must fall 

into t,1O distinct groups, one group consisting of concepts which relate to 

tithing::;;" and their interconnections, concepts such as object, state of affajrs, 

plurality, relatio~l totality of objects,and so on (LU,II 67-68) and a second 

group cons; sting of concepts which relate to "truths" and their interconnections, 

concepts such as concept, proposition, truth, the ooncepts of the elementary 

connective forms, of logical consequence and logical consistency, the concepts 

tbeog, theog-fOl'm, and so on, (LU, Ii 67) •125 

Husserl tells US that he is here defending a categorial distinction amangst 

formal concepts, that is, amongst concepts under which fall all entities, i.e • 

• 
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'every !;hi ng that appears in thought'. These are oonoepts which 

are independent of the peculjarity of any "",tens] of lmowle<ige,and 

under which all the ooncepts and objects, propositions and states of 

affairs, etc. that "pecia]]y appear in thought, IlJUSt be ordered. 

(LU,245; LI,237).126 

Yet despite Husserl's clear jnsight into the object/meaning (or: thing/truth) 

dichotomy the ontological theory ".Mch this dichot"'\Y implies is absent from 

Husserl's work. Fortunately,on the b.sje of Ingarden's work on the distinotion 

between three interrelated thDugh separate ontological disciplines of existent

ial, f01""a] and material ontology (StEW,e.g.I,1I 9), we can state in a very 

precise way why such an ontology was not developed by Husserl. In virtue of 

an 1n.eufficiently refined framework of formal ontology, we can say, Husserl 

failed to draw any strictly ontologic3.l consequences of his 

ction as implying a parallel distinction on the side of the entities themaelves. 

This was because, for Husserl the three worda 'entity', 't-Mng' and 'object' 

were in effect synonymous. As Ingarden points aut, Husserl 

carried out his analysis of the form of the objeot with the conviotion 

that he was eeeid ng the fOl'm of the pure somethi ng-in-general, in the 

(StEW,II/1,p.242,n.61 c~ Swiderski, 1975,p.82). 

For Ine-arden (as e.g. for Meinong) not every entity (Gesenetand) i8 an object 

(Objekt): the latter are distinguished by their ontological fom fran entities 

. 127 
of otber forms, e.g. from propert1es and states of affairs. 

Within the Ingardenian framework it is possible to draw an absolute (formal

ontological) distinction bet,·,een objects L.0bjekte 7, more preoisely: objects-

in-seneral, on the one hand, and more precisely: meaDi ngs-in7general., 

on the other. Such a distinotion, which wjll be recognised as a precise fom 

of the opposition between 'ordinary referents' and 'referents whioh may serve 

as senses' whioh we put forward (on p.37) above as a first approximation to 

an ontological interpretation of Flege's semantios, is not something wholly 

foreign to Husserl's thought, however. Indeed it can be claimed that it is 

just such an ontological dichotomy whioh plays a orucial role in Husserl's 

later phj]osophy, especially in his theOl'y of the relation between logic 

(which ca\Cerne itself, at the strictly formal. leTel, with' t.t'uths and the 
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interconnections among truths') and mathematics (concerned, at the same level, 

with 'things' and their interconnections) discussed in brief outline in § 16 

above. The opposition is touched on only obliquely in HUsserl's strictly phen

omenological writings in virtue of the fact that one half of the dichot""V _ 

the category of objects - fell behind the brackets of the phenomenological 

reduction,which had come to establish itself as Husserl's chief methodological 

device. The latter might indeed be identified as a decision to leave out of 
. 

account of the lavs, principles, and facts which pertain to interconnections 

amongst objects, in order to ensure that no alien presuppositions - whether 

derived from paychology, from anthropology, from physics, from biology or 

even from logic, conceived as an 'object'-discipJine i.e. as the science of 

reason! ng with symbols - should detract from the rigour of philosophy as an 

independent prior discipline. Trace-elements of the ontological dichotOOlY 

are to be found in Husserl's later writings, but these never blossom into 

a developed theory. For example in the iJlportant manuscript B III 12 on 

''Noema und Sinn" Husserl writes: 

Sinne stehen also gegenUber Sachen, 

(p.87a). 

And there is an occasional broad use of the term 'wirklich' by Husserl as 

assigned not merely to spatia-temporal objects but to aJ ] entities 'accessible 

prior to the phenomenological reduction' (McIntyre and Woodruff Smith,1975,p. 

131,n.11), that is to say, to all object-entities, to all entities which form 

the SUbject-matter of the positive sciences, including mathematics. This 

tern! nology is i:nport-·mt, since excluded froc the domei n of the ~\d.rl'.:uch' under 

tl>.is (occasional) use by Husserl, are precisely those entities which belong 

to the category of meanings-in-general vhich we are here attempting to delineate 
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112~ :rho oat-SOll of obj.cta-in-gene~. 

(This section expands the preliminary remarks conta~ned at the end of Ch.1 

to the level where it W1'1 be possible to develop the present detailed 

descriptions of its sister category of meanings-in-general; the full theory 

of objects as such is postponed, however, to the second part of the present 

work). 

The category of objects-in-general is to include, besides individual objects 

proper, alao all those entities which are, with objects, dovetailed within the 

realm of 'ordinary reference' (of that which 

subject). Thus it is to include, properties (of individual objects), 

~etween such objects), states of affairs, events, processes, and ao on. Wher-

, 

ever, in what folloW8, we talk of the 'category of objects', of , object -entities' , 

of 'transcendent objects of reference', and the lik~,it i8 to members of each 

and al 1 of the above aub-categories (and perhaps other .. ) to which we should be 

taken as refeni ng. When we wish to mrrow the focus of attention we shal J 

attempt always to be careful to talk in terms of 'objects proper' or of 'ind-

ividuel objects' - and it is a renection of the termi nological red\ll)dancy 

which we have cQlle to accept in the present work that the.... terms and their 

variants ('tbing',';ndividu.' thing', etc.) should be treated as 8JlIlonymOUS. 

Similarly we aball distinguish properties in general!rQII properties of 

individual objects, and so on. 

The justification for designating the broad domain which is constituted by 

all of the above sub-categories as the 'category of objects' lies in the fact 

that the members of each sub-category an seem to demand a substratum of 

objects proper as thelr ontological support: thus where we can hag! ne an object 

"hich e:d!lts whilst perticipating in no proceaaes (e.g. an ideal(atemporal) ob-

ject). it does not seem possible to imag:lne a proceaa as ex:l.at1ng except as 

aanething "hich is undergone by objects. ltith this notion of ontological 

support in ~nd we can see that there is a whole range of entities which are 

dependent upon objects in other, less lmi form ways: for .xample holes, rainbows, 
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minds (considered as real psyche), pangs of hunger, .he equator, the North Sea, 

and 50 on, all of which cust be recognised as belonging, with the objects 

which constitute their ontological support, .0 the domain of objects in general. 

The objects-proper which belong to the category of objects-in-general can 

themselves be divided im;o va.rious sub-categories (8." stErI,rI/1 ,Ch.nU). l'or 

example we can distin.;uish individual real objects, such as atoms", hUItan -bodies J 

tables J etc., higher-order real objects, such as swarms of bees, galaX; es, and 

"niversities, and also (as both Husserl and Frege allOW), individual and 

highe~order ideal objects such as geometrical figures, numbers, sets, etc. It 

is also possible to distinguish various pure!y intentional objects such as Snow 

White, Quetzalcoatl, perhaps even large cardinals of Cantorean set theory. The 

criteria which must be met before a particular candidate entity is admi tted to 

the cla3s of purely intentional object. are, as we shall see, difficult to 

formulate. Here we remark only that those which are 'admissible' (and our use 

of this term should not be taken to imply that there are other 'non-admissible' 

purely intentional objects) exist only in so far as they are intended as existins 

in particular acts or networka of acts,e.g., on the part of readers of fiction 

or of A$tec worshippers. What gives such entities their intersubjective identity 

is, ultimat4ly, their being bound up with autonomous objects (artefacts), and 

in particular with linguistic texts (actual copies of §now White and the Seven 

Dwarfs or of the Aztec scriptures). 
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Ii 24. The category of ... anlngs-in-general. 

The second category, the category of meanlngs-in-general, is to contain all 

individual and higher-order conceptual formations of the following !dnda : 

concepts themselves, (identified as the aenees of predicate 

expressions and of complete declarative sentences, respective17). Also it is 

to contain whole theories and other, 1I0re or less complex ..,.stems of proposit

ional .. eanings (including partial actualieations of theories, llterary works 

consi dared as ..,..tems of .. eanl ngs, and so on). 

Each of the meanl ng_,mi ties so far considered can be identified as a sense 

or as a cCllDplex of senses aJ.ong Fregean 'jnas, and we have no q"e)ms in appeal-

i ng to Frege' s work in the prel1 m1 nary deli neation of the nature ot .. eanl ngs-in-

general. But we .. ust again draw attention to what we see as the crucial in-

adeqUACY of the Fregean account; that it is purely 'lang"llage-baeed'. Senses, 

for l'lege, are ascribed directly to particular i.e. v. are to 

(nam., combination of 

worda, letteu), besides that to which the sign reters, which .. ay 

be called the reference of the sign, also what I should like to call 

/:of the 

referenceJ (SuB, 26, my e .. phasis). 

The nature ot the 'eannection' between signs and their Senees is lett totally 

llndeteZ!iilned in Frege's philosophy, end banee that theory faDam tbrora.' any 

positive light on the c(1!111ecticm e between senses and the cognitive experience 

of using and understanding language, despite the fact that the latter presents 

itself as the exclusive area of''operation''of senses. This inadequacy becomes 

apparent only when we recognise the incorrectness of the ascription of nni que 

.... ani ng entities to expressions in all their (inferent;l.aJl1 _ equivalent) 

contexts of use. In order to take full account of the ways in which meanings 

vary in s1stematic and non-s1stematic ways with epistemological 1 y and non-

episte .. ologiea111 relevant variations in contexts of uae,it is Becessary 

to overhaul. completely the language-centred approach to tlia theory of ..... ni ng, 

and to replace it by an approach which conceniB itself d1 rect17 with the 

experiential context .. within which meaning-entities are actnalised. 
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The earliest attempts to develop mentol act-centred theories of meaning in 

the modern period were made by psychologistic philosophers in the latter balf 

of the 19th century. Psychologism is important, ~ we have seen, in forming 

a oonnecting link between Husserl and Fioge,being a collection or views against 

which both philosophers reacted strongly. But we bave also seen that despite 

massive inadequacies of the psychologistic doctrine, the psychologists must b e 

given cred! t for their recognition of the importance of thought, and of what is 

given in thought. for the f",mdation of any adequate phil osophical theory. A 

philosophical theory of logic, for eXllmple, which was adequate on the ptIl'ell 

syntactic level to arguments as formulated e.g. within mathematical texts,but 

which rested on an account of the nature of logical laws or of logical con

sequence which vas wholly al j en to that which was given in our experiences of 

devising, ,mdel".tanding and (especially) nUdating such argHMnts, would have 

to be counted ~ an inadequate thear)" nomatter what adnnhges it might 

otherwise possess. Busserl - but not Frege - Mared thi IS recogni tign ; con

sequently he ""s aware of the necessity to adopt a cognitively-founded ap

proach to phil 080~ which would satisfy th- req"i rement that the theory vbi ch 

results should serve to explain how the objective configurations,such as lin

guistic meanings and logical laws, which are the philosopher\, immediate con

cern, relate to the subjective experiences in which these configurations are 

act"aJ1 sed. Even when the psychologistic approach is left out of aocount, 

however, there is still more than one way in which it is possible to develop 

a theory of meaning which meets this requirement, and three of the major 

alternatives are considered in the section which follows. 
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'25 • Approaches to the theory of meaning. 

There are three alternative approaches to the theory of meaDing vh1ch have 

been advanced ae meeting the requirement of adequacy to firet-perBOn cognitive 

experience vhich was stated above, each explaining in a different Yay the 

relation betveen, in Huseerl's vords, 'the subjective kncYing and the object-

ive content know' (LU,VII; LI,~2). These can be designated as (1) the 

'Berbartian' approach, (2) the approach of Husserl in the LU of regarding 

meanings as nn1versal s (aerspecieJ), and (3) the 'Fregean' approach,vhich was 

taken over,in a modified and generalieed fotm, by Husserl in hie ldeen. \ole 

discuse each or these in turn. 

(1) The 'Herbart1an ' approach to the theory ot mean1 ng. 

Herbart held that the relation betveen our subjective cognitiTe 

and objective mt'an1ngs or concepts is one of identity.12BHe vas able to re-

ta; n a th&oretical cOlllll1 tment to the pecul1 ar sub jecti ve dependence of the 

former and to the true objective content ot the latter by the device of ack-

novledging tvo separate and independent mod"" of conceiving one and tbe seme 

'tva-sided' cognitional subject -atter. That is, the dirterence is more of a 

difference of aspect,then a difference of object.(ef.the quotation from Sluga 

on p.??). Herbart. reoognised. both an empirical mode of accese, vitlrln vhich 

the pecnliar objective, logical content' gete lost', and also a non-empirical 

mode (vhicb he designates as 'ab Btracti ve') vhich alone ie adequate to the 

grasping of this objective content. Thus Herbart vrites: 

all our tboughts can be dealt vith from tva eides, as activities 

of m1nd and as regarcis vhat is thought through them. In this latter 

respect ye cal] them concepts. This word, meaning what is conceived 

enjoins abstraction from the penner in vhich ve receive, produce 

or reproduce thoughts. (Herbart, 1883, 1134, p.??, cf. LU, 1159). 

Hence while 

everyone certel nl y has his own concepts: Archimedes investigated 

his own concept ot a circle, and Nerlon l 1kevise his own. There vere 
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tvo concepts L onlyJ in the eense of psychology; logically speak

ing there vas only one concept for all mathemati~ians. (Herbart, 

1824/25, II,p.120). 

There is much that is of value in this Herbartian approach, not least in the 

anticipstion, in Herbart's conception of an abstractive, non-empirical mode 

of conceiving the data of experience, of the phenomenological notion of categ

orial or essential intuition. However there is too much ot a tacit appeal to 

a species of Leibnizian pre-establishad harmony between the psychological and 

the logical 'aides' of experience for the doctrine to be taken altogether 

seriously. Further the valuahle material in Herbart's word is dilute indeed 

when considered within the context of his general philosophical theorising. 

In particul ar the views an logic just expressed are presented by Herbart along-

side a more d0011pant set of views which renect a normative conception of 

logic, and it is clear that Herbart himself was unaware where the line was to 

be drawn between the tvo sets of views perhaps enn, of the fact: that such a 

1 1 ne was necessary • Nevertheless Herbart was careN enough to recognise 

a distinction between a (still normative) disciplin~ of pure logic, which has 

to do with the relations of what is thoQght or thinkable independently of any 

concern with the aotivity of thinJdng or with the psychological and metaphy .... 

ical possibilities of such thjnking, and a diSCipline of applied logic which, 

like applied ethics, shnda in need of Jlo5ychological knowledge; for 

one must first discuss the cheracter of the material in cQllformity 

with which one desires to shape prescriptiOl!s Lof an appropriate 

typeJ. (From Husserl's account of Herbart's theory of logic, 

LU,217, Findlay's translation,LI,216,slightly amended). 

But Herbart's more general use of the term'logic' is such that he can oppose 

logic as the 'morals of thought', to psychology as the 'natural history of 

the understanding' (1883,11180). He thereby fails to recognise that any 

normative discipllne of the former type (including ethics itself) rests an a 

prior theoretical discipline, a discipline whose scope and subject matter 

we may expect to be comparable to other ideal discipl1nes such as pure math-

ematics. 

, 
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Now just as Herbart recognises as valid a normative approach to logic, 

so we may expect him to accept such an approach in the theory of meaning, that 

is we may expect l1im to misconceive the true unity of meanjngs,aa something 

which exists only in the limit which is demanded by prescription, rather than 

to conceive this uni ty as somethi ng which resides in the fact of what is 

actually achieved. (Of.note 6 above). The normative conception of meanings 

implies, of course, that it is impossible to give the positive account of 

the substantial rela~jons between subjective experiences of meaning (with the 

actual i sed meanings carried by such experiences) and the objective (e.g. 

logical) uni ties meant in those experiences 1~9thus the virtues of Herbert's 

more original insights come to be lost. 

(2) Meanings as universals: Husserl's 

The nature of the plateni st theory of meaning advanced by Husserl in LU may 

be seen in the following criticism which Busserl made against the views of 

Herbart discussed above. Busserl tells us that Herbart, in locating 

what is essential to the ideality of the logical concept in its nor

mativeness, thereby shifts the sense of true, g8l)lIine ideality, of 

the unity of meaning, into the dispersed multiplicity of experiences. 

between ideal and real, is thereby lost. (LU,218; LI,217,trans amen

ded slightly). 

Given this 'unbridgeable gulf' how - if at all - does Husserl find it possible 

to clarify the relations between objective ('ileal') meaning-configurations and 

the subjective (, real') experiences in which these are actual i sed? Before we 

answer this question we shall find it useful to consider Husserl's problem 

as it arises for the specific case of propositions. 

According to the standard conception advanced, inter alia, by Bolzano,Moore, 

W.E.J ohnson, and Russell1} ~ propositions are transcendent entities which 'stand 

over ageinst' (gegenUberstehen) our minds as the objects of our 

beliefs, thoughts, wishes, and so on. That is to say, someone who thinks that 

Novikov refuted BW'''side's conjecture is held to stand in a certain relation 

• 
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not to Novikov or Burnside (either or both of whom ma7 e.g. fail to exist), 

but to the proposition Novikov refuted Burnside's conjecture. Similarly some

one who desires an apple stands in a certain relation not to an7 apple or 

apples, but to a proposition such as I desire an apple here ,now. It is of 

course possible to take a (formally quite coherent) view to the effect that 

belief, thought (and other proposi tj ona] attitudes: hope, fear, desire, mem

orY, and so on) are complex, perhaps dispositioosl affairs, resting, in the 

end, not 131 on propositicms but on sentences, either as tokens or as tJpes. 

Such an approach provides however not 80 much a theory of propositional at-

titudes, as a more or less adequate model of such attitudes, use~ for certain 

purposes but ph1J.osophicallJincomplete and (as nox'lllaJJ:T preaented) incomplet-

able. !his is because there is a pecuHar cognitive content involved in pro-

positional acts: our outwardly directed acts are consciously given as direct

ed in a detemi nate w8:1 (and this is true even where there happens to be 

nothing 'in the actusl world' to'aard which they are directed). It is respect 

for this cognitive content which makes eO'QiIitment to propositions (propos

itional Objects) of such aets - as 'carriers'of their eognitive content -

so tempting to eertain »hilosophers. how the g:1 ven 

objects are goi'asped: Busserl's or Glldel's eonceptinns of an eidetic 'intuit-

ion' seem inappropriate, since such intuiticms themselves, to the extent that 

they can be effeeted at all, seem to depend upon a prior under8tendi ng of sen-

tences. 

Husserl's conclusion, most forceful l y expressed in his 1903 an""'er to 

eriticisms of LU made by M.Palag;yi, was not that propositions were to be de-

nied, but rather that they must be reeogni sed as entities which are related 

to minds in a quite different way from the way in which objects of experience, 

mathematical Objects,etc., are related, propositions are not objects, but 

sentence , where the latter are conceived (:!n opposition to, AA:T, 

Frege) as belong:ing to a category quite distinct from the category of objects. 

As we have seen however, the ontolOgical theOT:T which would haTe supported 

this insight on Husserl's part vas nner deTeloped by Husserl. In consequence 

• 



Husserl fail ed to draw the indispensable consequence from thl s categorial 

dichotomy, as implying a difference in the mode of grasping of propoai tions, 

and meanings in general, from the mode in which object-entities, and in par

ticular object-,miversa1s (essences, species) are grasped. Thus whiJst Husserl 

recognised 1:18<1%'11 !;het· in a given propoai tionaJ act, or in a given act of 

using or understand; ng mean; ngs of other ki nds, we are not related to the 

propositions or meanings involved as we are to -·object-lm1verea1s which may 

correspond to them, nevertheless he ccntinued to advance the view that those 

propositions and meaDi nga are themselyes 11ni versel s or eSBences, not of objects, 

now. but of the in which they are intended. A given propos-

ition is seen as related to those acts of judgment to which it belongs as their 

identical intention in just the same way as, for example, the species redness 

relates to individual s of 'the seme' red colour. Propositions thus have 

the'~deal" being or vsJ1dity13~f objects which are ,miversaJs 

; and, thus, that being which is est

abJi abed for example, in the "exl.stence proofs" of _thematics. 

(Husserl, 1903, p.290, as trans. by ~iJJard, 1972,p.99).133 

Husserl's advance upon the work of his predecessors with this LU theca'y 

is summarised by WiJJard as follows: that whnst 

for Balzano (and most anti-psychologists) the relation of m1 nd to 

propoeitions is 

exemplification , 

, for Husserl it is or 

something which yields an 

obViousJ y increased intimacy of the connection 

as between mind and proposition in a way which enabled Husserl to refute those 

psychologists who held that this 'intimacy' was to be explained in a far from 

equaJJy satisfactory way. (Willard,1972,p.99: Willard even goes so far as 

to suggest that Husserl's account of the ,miversaJ-particular instantiation-

relation between propositions and subjective act-contents can properly be com-

pared to Gustav BergJft?nn's doctrine on the nexus of instantiation, see Bergmann, 

op.cit.note 20). 

Wi J lard suggests that tbi s aspect of LU should be greeted as Husserl' s 

major contribution to the theory of meaning, and as the key to Husserl's 

• 



success in opposing psychologistic theories of meaning. In contrast we wish 

to argue that the LU theory of meaning is nothing more than a temporary staging

post on the way to the ~!Jly developed theory of the Ideen. (For a more detail-

ed discussion see KUng,1973,674-80). For the major problem with the LU theory 

with its view of meanings as related (however intimately) to corresponding 

subjective act-contents as universals are related to particulars, fails to 

explain how in a particular act it is just th1 s objective meaning which comes 

to be meant in the act. How, in asserting 'this apple is red' do I succe.1i 

in satisfying a conscious intention to makp' just this affirmation1 That is 

to say, how do I go further than merely affirming e.g. that the apple has 

features which coincide with certain real characteristics which I simultane-

01181y experience with my ».Uerance of 'red'? Ought we, perhaps, to follow 

Frege and appeal to a notion of objectified concepts as the referents of pred-

icates? We should then be able to explai n how I succeed ±n affirming that 

the given apple is (objectively) red, by conceiving my act as involving ~ran-

sparent' reference to two . transcendent entities, the apple and the concept 

red, such that what I affirm is that the former (objectively) falls under the 

latter. 

Such an approach is unacceptable however. First of all because it involves 

a deliberate running together of 'falls under the concept~' and 'possesses 

the property ~', where the distinction between these two relations is philos

ophically among the most difficult to exp1l.cate, (see §41 below). And sec-

ooaly because Frege's theory merely postpones the solution of the problem of 

the objectively meant constituents of our subjective acts. For, of course,given 

Frege's theory we now have equal difficulty in explaining how I succeed in 

affirming that the apple falls under the concept red, and not merely in affir

ming that .the apple has features which coincide with certain real characteris

tics which I experience with ml utterance of 'falls under the concept red'. 

The temptation to assume on ay behal f an intention to affirm that the apple 

falls under the concept fall s under the concept red must clearly be resisted. 
= 

It is a radical l y new approach which is requ; red, the basis for which, as 

we shall see, is provided not by Frege's theory of concepts but by the sense-

reference theory of meaning, to which we now turn. 



(3) The 'Fregean' approach to the theory of meaning 

It 'las sometime between the appearance in 1900/01 of the 1st edition of LU 

and of the first book of the Ideen in 1913 that Husserl became aware of the 

inadequacy of the LU account of the ceaning-relation as the relation of uni-

veral to particular. Ktlng (1973) has argued that it Has the influence of 

Frege which led Husserl to dissatisfaction with this account, and, more imp-

ortantly, lihich sho\1ed Husserl the liay to an alternative theory of meaning 

according to Hhich. in KUng's words, meaning 

is neither something real nor an ideal universal essence, but 

rather something third. (1973,676). 

The suggestion is that it wa s Frege's theory of sense and reference, with 

which Husserl is knmoffi to have been familiar, "hich served as inspiration for -
Husserl's new approach, and KUng is able to point to the occurrence in HUsserl's 

writings at this time of just those example.; (' Victor at J ena' ,'vanquished 

at I,aterloo', etc.) "hich Frege had employed in his exposition of the sense-

reference theory (see p.6t. ahove). 

But Husserl must have recognised, too, that the Fregean account as it 

stands \1.015 inadequate. For in his concern to develop a logic,,]'y precise and 

grar.una.tically 'Iell-behaved fomal l anguage withi n "Ihich context-Gensitivi.ty 

(in the Vlide sense) "Ias to a large desree camouflaged, Frege failed to ldarn 

the true lesson of an epistemological approach to meanings,that it i6 

with the epistemological context itself, .:md the acts Hhich cons titute it, 

that the primary locus of meanings mU3t be seen to lie, and not ,lith the 

linguistic express ion as such. In spite of this inadequacy the Fregean 

approach is nevertheless structurally correct, and it is Frege's three-term 

account of meaning 'Ihich effectively forms the basis of the more adequate 

theory which is developed by Husserl in Ideen-at least when that theory 

is vie"led agai Dst a background of real j sm of the type defended in the present 

work: for Husserl, of course, such a baclcgroWld cannot be assumed, somethi.ng 

which revealsiteelf moet conspicuously in Husserl's peculiar theory of 

reference which seems to deny 'reference' as such. - See KUng, 1975, pp.67ff. 
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From the standpoint of ·our 'Husserlian theory, lie might say that the 

experiential contexts which co-determine the meanings of particular expressions 

are recogni sed as configurations wbich are established (and can ouly be estab

~ished) by conscious acts, and which are maintained in being by such acts. 

Any other approach to meaning-determining contexts, e.g. Frege's approach 

which seems to rest on ~arge-scale changes in scientific or in 'public' 1010\<

~edge,cannot provide a sufficiently refined fr~ework liitb;n which all of 

the crucial disti nctions between [;leanings can be capuured. Once we have 

achieved the level of refinement "hich is consequent upon such an account 

of meaning-detenn1n;ng contexts there is an additic>nsJ. bonus that it becomes 

possible to generalise the notion of meaning itself, extending it such that it 

applies to all acts '"hether these are intertwined liith expressing acts or 

not'(Id,I,256; cf.FPllesdal·,1969,p.681). Every type of act baa a correElpond

ing type of meaning-entity which ia 60 structured, ontologiaaJly, that it 

can serve as the carrier of the 'content' of that act, much as the proposition 

serves as the carrier of the cognitive content of an act of judgment, and so 

on for each of the other categories of linguistic meaning here distinguished. 

Thus our generalisation of Frege's 'realm of senses' begins to take on an 

even more radical flavour :-

Consider an act of perception ,·,hich is given as the perception of aD 

edible apple (it is, BO to spe~" a gastric-juice-laden perception), but 

which is in fact the perception of a ·"ax fruit. iiitherto one would give an 

analysis of such an act by appealing to a so-called perceptual object - a 

perceptual 'edible apple' - additional to and distinct from the reference of 

the act. In Husserlian terms ho"ever there is only one object - the "ax fruit 

- involved in the act,together liith an "hich determines the act 

as being a perception of that object as edible. Clearly Frege's theory, in 

being ~anguag .... rather than act-based, resists any such generalisation of the 

notion of meaning. T"nus the 'lwoV/ledge' \·,hich can be allowed to determine mean-

ing in Frege·.3 'epistewologicaJ. I theory of ,sense is seen a~ 30metb-j ng spar'l.:::ul 

indeed "hen compared to the vast array of forms of (perceptue:L, gastronomic, 

aural, tactile) kno"ledge which can be acq"! red: such knDl-lledge can deter",.ine 

mean;ng,for Frege,only to the extent that it is linguistically expressible. 


